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ABSTRACT
How do our brains transform patterns of light striking the retina into useful knowledge
about objects and events of the external world? Thanks to intense research into the
mechanisms of vision, much is now known about this process. However, we do not yet have
anything close to a complete picture, and many questions remain unanswered. In addition
to its clinical relevance and purely academic significance, research on vision is important
because a thorough understanding of biological vision would probably help solve many
major problems in computer vision.
A major framework for investigating the computational basis of vision is what might be
called the probabilistic view of vision. This approach emphasizes the general importance
of uncertainty and probabilities in perception and, in particular, suggests that perception
is tightly linked to the statistical structure of the natural environment. This thesis investi-
gates this link by building statistical models of natural images, and relating these to what
is known of the information processing performed by the early stages of the primate visual
system.
Recently, it was suggested that the response properties of simple cells in the primary
visual cortex could be interpreted as the result of the cells performing an independent
component analysis of the natural visual sensory input. This thesis provides some further
support for that proposal, and, more importantly, extends the theory to also account for
complex cell properties and the columnar organization of the primary visual cortex. Finally,
the application of these methods to predicting neural response properties further along the
visual pathway is considered.
Although the models considered account for only a relatively small part of known facts
concerning early visual information processing, it is nonetheless a rather impressive amount
considering the simplicity of the models. This is encouraging, and suggests that many of
the intricacies of visual information processing might be understood using fairly simple
probabilistic models of natural sensory input.
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Notation
Generally, bold uppercase letters (e.g. W, A) denote matrices, bold lowercase letters (e.g.
x, s, aj) denote (column) vectors, whereas scalars are displayed in italics (e.g. aij , sj).
aij Element {ij} of matrix A (element i of vector aj), see below
aj j:th basis vector in sparse coding/ICA model
A ICA mixing matrix, containing the vectors a1 . . . an as columns
A−1 Matrix inverse of A
fj(x) Scalar function of its vector input x
f(x) Vector with components fj(x)
I(x, y) Image intensity (luminance) as a function of spatial position (x, y)
m Number of elements in x
n Number of elements in s
p(x) Probability density of sensory input vector x
p(x, s) Joint probability density of x and s
p(s|x) Probability density of s given that we have observed a specific x
rj Predicted firing rate of neuron j
σ Noise level in the generative model
sj Element j of the vector s, see below
s Model response to the input. Specifically:
- Responses of model neurons to input image (chapter 5)
- Latent variable vector (chapter 6)
- Vector of latent variables, whose optimal estimates (upon observing an
input x) model neural responses to that input (chapters 7-10)
ui Element i of vector u, see below
u Vector of latent variables, whose estimates model complex cell responses
w(x, y) Receptive field weights as a function of spatial position (x, y)
wj Weight vector for neuron j
W Weight matrix, having wT1 . . .w
T
n as its rows
(x, y) Image spatial coordinates, not to be confused with xi or x, explained below
xi Element i of the vector x, see below
x Observed input data vector. Specifically:
- Image (or image patch) represented as a vector (chapters 4–5 and 7–8)
- Observed data vector in latent variable models (chapter 6)
- Vector of model LGN cell responses to images (chapter 9)
- Vector of model complex-cell responses to images (chapter 10)
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manuscript.
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In Publication 5, arguments were presented in favor of non-negativity constraints when
modeling visual receptive fields. The technique presented in Publication 4 was then used
to learn receptive field profiles from natural images prefiltered to model actual V1 input.
In Publication 6, the principle of non-negative sparse coding was applied to the responses
of model complex cells. The goal was to predict neural response properties further along
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constructive criticism.
Purpose and intended audience
Before we begin, it is important to make clear the intended audience and the purpose of
this thesis. The thesis consists of two separate parts, which serve quite different audiences.
The six published research articles that form the core of the thesis were written for fellow
researchers in this exciting field of study, with the hope of contributing to and advancing
the field. They assume a fair degree of familiarity with previous work on natural image
statistics and vision, and might be a difficult read for those with little previous knowledge
of such research.
The ‘introductory part’, however, serves very different purposes. First, as part of a
doctoral thesis, it is directed to my department, to the pre-examiners of the thesis, and to
the appointed opponent of its public defence, with the purpose of fulfilling the requirements
for the doctoral degree. Second, it is written for me: it serves to organize and clarify the
thoughts and views that have been developing in my mind during the last few years; many
of those thoughts have only indirectly found expression in the published articles. Finally,
it is written for those with little or no previous exposure to either visual neuroscience or
natural image statistics (or both!), who wish to find out what this research really is all
about.
It might very well be impossible to completely realize all those purposes simultaneously.
Certainly, I do not pretend to have succeeded. Rather it is simply my hope that there be a
little bit for everybody. For example, to accommodate readers completely new to the field,
chapters 2–4 provide a brief but hopefully quite accessible introduction to all this. If this
material feels extremely basic to you, feel free to skip it. On the other hand, I am well aware
of the fact that the exposition in chapters 5–7 probably is too brief to adequately explain
the concepts involved to someone with no previous familiarity with them. Hopefully, these
chapters will nevertheless give even such readers a general idea of these topical issues in
the research on vision.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is about vision. Although most people have a strong intuitive idea of what
vision is from their own personal experience, it will be useful to define our use of the word
more precisely. For our purposes, vision is to be understood as the process of acquiring
knowledge about environmental objects and events by extracting information from the light
they emit or reflect [113]. Note that this definition does not specify what kind of a system
is implementing this process. In fact, we are interested in both biological and computer
vision.
At first glance, it might seem that biological visual systems would have little in com-
mon with computers. For one thing, the implementing ‘hardware’ is very different: the
biochemical structures of brains are quite unlike the physical components of a computer
of this day. The two also differ radically on a functional level: It is well known that the
operating principles of current computers are quite unlike those that seem to operate in
the biological brain. So why not keep biological and electronic systems separate?
Indeed, much research on vision is separate. Biological vision scientists have not turned
into computer science theorists, and a great deal of computer vision research bears little
resemblance to anything observed in the brain. However, a growing amount of research
is being conducted that is neither purely biology nor purely computer science, but rather
something in-between. This is the direct result of the modern approach that sees vision as
a computational task separate from the particular medium implementing it [94].
Although the computational approach to vision is already well established, this thesis
concerns a related approach that is not perhaps quite as widely accepted in the field of
vision science. This is the probabilistic view of vision, which treats vision as an estimation
problem [12, 73, 74, 75, 122, 124, 166]: Because vision is severely under-constrained, with
many possible world interpretations for any given image, it is in theory impossible to know
which interpretation is the correct one. The best we can do is to estimate their probabilities;
this is very much in the spirit of the unconscious inference suggested by Helmholtz [159]
over a century ago. Although the probabilistic framework has a long history, it is currently
experiencing a surge of interest from vision theorists. Perhaps the main reason for this is
that the theoretical tools and the computational power needed to investigate it have only
very recently become available.
The probabilistic framework not only gives the general goal of the computational prob-
lem of vision, but in fact points to the general importance of uncertainty and probabilities
in perception. In particular, it suggests that the statistical structure of the natural envi-
ronment is of crucial importance to perception [6, 7, 8, 12, 73, 138, 153].
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This thesis attempts to model the information processing of the early stages of the
primate visual system using statistical models of the visual input in a natural environment.
The goal of this research is to gain a better understanding of how vision is accomplished in
the brain. Such an understanding has both clinical importance and academic significance,
and in addition would quite probably lead to significant progress in the field of computer
vision. This thesis is organized as follows: chapters 2–6 give a thorough introduction to
this research, while chapters 7–10 describe the particular models considered and the main
results of this thesis. In chapter 11 we end with some conclusions and consider the future
of this research field.
Chapter 2
The computational task of vision
2.1 The starting point of vision
In the introduction we defined vision as the process of acquiring knowledge about environ-
mental objects and events by extracting information from the light they emit or reflect.
The first thing we will need to consider is in what form this information initially is available.
The light emitted and reflected by objects has to be collected and then measured before
any information can be extracted from it. Both biological and artificial systems typically
perform the first step by focusing light to form a two-dimensional image by perspective
projection. Although there of course are countless differences between the eye and any
camera, the image formation process is essentially the same. When the image has been
formed the intensity of the light is measured. In the human eye this is performed by the
photoreceptors, whereas artificial systems employ a variety of technologies. However, all
systems share the fundamental idea of converting the optical image into some kind of signal
that represents the intensity of the light at each point in the image.
Although in general the projected images have both temporal and chromatic dimen-
sions, we will be mostly concerned with static, monochrome (gray-scale) images. Such an
image can be defined as a scalar function over two dimensions, I(x, y), giving the intensity
(luminance) value at every location (x, y) in the image. Although in the general case both
quantities (the position (x, y) and the intensity I(x, y)) take continuous values, we will
focus on the case where the image has been sampled at discrete points in space. This
means that in our discussion x and y take only integer values, and the image can be fully
described by an array containing the intensity values at each sample point.1 Note that
although the spatial sampling performed by biological and artificial systems often is not
rectangular or even regular, this does not change the fact that on a qualitative level the
sampling is quite similar.
It is from this kind of image data that vision extracts information. Information about
the physical environment is contained in such images, but only implicitly. The visual
system must somehow transform this implicit information into an explicit form. This is
not a simple problem, as the demonstration of the next section attempts to illustrate.
1When images are stored on computers, the entries in the arrays also have to be discretized; this is,
however, of less importance in the discussion that follows, and we will assume that this has been done at
a high enough resolution so that this step can be ignored.
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2.2 The magic of your visual system
Vision is an exceptionally difficult computational task. Although this is clear to vision
scientists, it might come as a surprise to others. The reason for this is that we are equipped
with a truly amazing visual system that performs the task effortlessly and quite reliably in
our daily environment. We are simply not aware of the whole computational process going
on in our brains, rather we experience only the result of that computation.
To illustrate the difficulties in vision, figure 2.1 displays an image in its numerical format
(as described in the previous section), where light intensities have been measured and are
shown as a function of spatial location. In other words, if you were to colour each square
with the shade of gray corresponding to the contained number you would see the image
in the form we are used to, and it would be easily interpretable. Without looking at the
solution just yet, take a minute and try to decipher what the image portrays. You will
probably find this extremely difficult.
Now, have a look at the solution (figure 2.3; please note that figure 2.2 was skipped
here). It is immediately clear what the image represents! Our visual system performs the
task of recognizing the image completely effortlessly. Even though the image at the level of
our photoreceptors is represented essentially in the format of figure 2.1, our visual system
somehow manages to make sense of all this data and figure out the real-world object that
caused the image.
In the discussion thus far, we have made a number of drastic simplifications. Among
other things, the human retina contains photoreceptors with varying sensitivity to the
different wavelengths of light, and we typically view the world through two eyes, not one.
Finally, perhaps the most important difference is that we normally perceive dynamic images
rather than static ones. Nonetheless, these differences do not change the fact that the
optical information is, at the level of photoreceptors, represented in a format analogous to
that we showed in figure 2.1, and that the task of the visual system is to understand all
this data.
2.3 The difficulty of vision
Most people would agree that this task initially seems amazingly hard. But after a moment
of thought it might seem reasonable to think that perhaps the problem is not so difficult
after all? Image intensity edges can be detected by finding oriented segments where small
numbers border with large numbers. The detection of such features can be computationally
formalized and straightforwardly implemented [94]. Perhaps such oriented segments can be
grouped together and subsequently object form be analyzed? Indeed, such computations
can be done, and they form the basis of many computer vision algorithms [141]. However,
although current computer vision systems work fairly well on synthetic images or on images
from highly restricted environments, they still perform quite poorly on images from an
unrestricted, natural environment. In fact, perhaps one of the main findings of computer
vision research to date has been that the analysis of real-world images is extremely difficult
[141]! Even such a basic task as identifying the contours of an object is complicated because
often there is no clear image contour along some part of its physical contour, as illustrated
in figure 2.2.
In light of the difficulties computer vision research has run into, the computational
accomplishment of our own visual system seems all the more amazing. We perceive our
environment quite accurately almost all the time, and only relatively rarely make perceptual
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0 2 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 4 3 3 2 4 7 7 7 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 3 3 4 3 2 5 5 3
1 3 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 6 6 6 6 7 6 5 3 3 3 3 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 5 5 2
1 4 5 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 7 6 6 5 3 3 3 3 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 1
0 2 5 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 6 6 6 5 4 3 3 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 2 2
0 1 3 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 2 3 5 6 7 7 6 6 5 5 6 6 5 5 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 2
0 1 2 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 8 7 6 6 7 6 5 5 4 3 2 4 6 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 2 0 1 2
0 0 1 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 8 8 7 5 4 4 3 3 2 5 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 0 2 1 1 2
0 1 1 5 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 7 7 6 6 8 8 7 5 4 3 3 3 2 5 7 7 7 6 6 6 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 1 2 2
0 1 1 5 6 6 6 7 7 8 7 7 8 6 5 6 6 6 5 3 2 1 2 2 4 6 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 0 2 2
0 1 0 4 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 6 5 5 5 5 4 1 1 2 3 3 4 5 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 3
0 1 1 3 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 5 4 3 3 4 4 4 5 6 7 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 3
0 2 4 5 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 8 7 7 7 6 4 5 4 4 5 7 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 2 3
1 5 8 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 8 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 7 6 5 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 3
2 6 9 8 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 3 2 1 6 7 5 6 6 6 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 0 0 2 2
1 5 8 7 4 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 4 2 2 7 9 9 9 9 9 6 4 2 1 4 6 7 6 7 6 6 5 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 0 0 2 3
0 2 4 4 2 5 6 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 3 4 5 6 6 5 6 2 1 2 4 5 6 6 7 7 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 3 4 5 0 0 0 2
0 1 2 1 1 3 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 5 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 6 6 7 6 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 8 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 2 4 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 5 5 4 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 9 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 2 2 5 6 7 6 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 6 9 2 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 2 2 3 5 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 6 6 5 6 5 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 7 9 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 3 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 8 7 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 4 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 9 6 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 3 4 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 5 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 8 8 3 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 4 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 6 8 7 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 2 5 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 4 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 6 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 4 8 8 5 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 3 5 6 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 7 8 7 2 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 3 8 8 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 5 5 5 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 2.1: An image displayed in numerical format. The shade of gray of each square
has been replaced by the corresponding numerical intensity value. What does this mystery
image depict?
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Figure 2.2: This image of a cup demonstrates that physical contours and image contours
are often very different. The physical edge of the cup near the lower-left corner of the
image yields practically no image contour (as shown by the magnification). On the other
hand, the shadow casts a clear image contour where there in fact is no physical edge.
mistakes. Quite clearly, biology has solved the task of everyday vision in a way that is
completely superior to any present-day machine vision system.
This being the case, it is natural that computer vision scientists have tried to draw
inspiration from biology. Many systems contain image preprocessing and feature extraction
steps that mimic the processing that is known to occur in the early parts of the biological
visual system. However, beyond the very early stages, little is actually known about the
representations used in the brain. Thus, there is actually not much to guide computer
vision research at the present.
On the other hand, it is quite clear that good computational theories of vision would be
useful in guiding research on biological vision, by allowing hypothesis-driven experiments.
So it seems that there is a dilemma: computational theory is needed to guide experimental
research, and the results of experiments are needed to guide theoretical investigations. The
solution, as we see it, is to seek synergy by multidisciplinary research into the computational
basis of vision.
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Figure 2.3: The image of figure 2.1. It is immediately clear that the image shows a male
face. Many observers will probably even recognize the specific individual (note that it
might help to view the image from relatively far away).
Chapter 3
A primate visual system primer
To understand how the computational models proposed in this thesis relate to biology, one
must be at least partly familiar with our present knowledge of the biological visual system.
This section is intended to give the absolutely minimal facts to someone who lacks this
familiarity, so that he or she can follow the discussion that follows. Nothing except what
is absolutely necessary for the purposes of this thesis is presented, so it is by no means
intended to be anything near a comprehensive account of what is currently known. Those
with even the slightest background in visual neuroscience are probably better off skipping
this section.
3.1 Which biological visual system?
You may have noticed (and possibly been annoyed by the fact) that we have this far often
talked of the biological visual system without actually specifying exactly what is meant.
Which biological visual system? We have in some cases hinted that we mean the human
visual system, and it is indeed the one we are truly interested in. A great deal is known
about our visual system from psychophysical experiments (for review, see e.g. [113, 126]),
patients with focal brain damage [27, 77, 165], and recently from advanced brain imaging
methods [46, 162].
Nevertheless, much of what we know about biological vision actually concern the vi-
sual systems of other species. Electrophysiological experiments (combined with anatomical
data) on other primates have been particularly revealing (see e.g. [17, 44, 54, 105, 146, 152,
157, 169]). Fortunately, current evidence seems to suggest that the results of these experi-
ments also shed light on human vision. This evidence comes from anatomical similarities
as well as parallels between human psychophysics (and brain imaging) and animal physi-
ology, see e.g. [15, 91, 162]. Because it seems highly probable that the basic elements of
biological vision considered in this thesis are comparable among human and non-human
primates, we do not differentiate between the two. Rather, we talk simply of the primate
visual system.1
1Many of the earliest electrophysiological results concerning the mammalian visual cortex were obtained
from cats (e.g. [52]). However, most of the findings relevant for this thesis have subsequently been shown
to be valid for primates as well.
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Figure 3.1: The main visual pathway in primates. See main text for details. (Adapted
from [50].)
3.2 The main visual pathway
Figure 3.1 illustrates the earliest stages of the main visual pathway. Light is detected
by the photoreceptors in the retinas, and the ultimate output of the retinas is sent by
the retinal ganglion cells through the optic nerve. These axons eventually synapse in the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus. LGN cells subsequently send their axons
to the primary visual cortex (area V1) at the very back of the brain. This is the first point
where visual signals are processed by the cerebral cortex. From there, the information is
sent to the surrounding extrastriate cortex in several pathways for further processing.
It must, however, be stressed that this account is a drastic simplification of biological
facts. First, within this main visual pathway, there are actually multiple parallel infor-
mation channels that carry different aspects of visual information to the cortex. Second,
there is a massive feedback projection from the primary visual cortex to the thalamus.
Unfortunately, the computational role of this feedback pathway is still a mystery. (For a
textbook account of these and other well-known facts about the visual pathway, see, e.g.
[68].)
It is interesting to note that a sizable part of the brain is in fact devoted to vision.
In macaque monkeys, for example, it has been estimated that approximately half of the
neocortex is concerned with this task [152]. It seems likely that the fraction is somewhat
smaller for humans, but this does not change the fact that an enormous amount of ma-
chinery is dedicated to vision. This further reinforces our sense of the complexity of the
problem of vision.
3.3 Neural receptive fields
The main information processing workload of the brain is carried by neurons [68]. The
majority of neurons communicate by action potentials (also called spikes), stereotyped
electrical impulses traveling down the axons of neurons. Although in principle information
could be carried by very complex patterns of spikes [147], in practice most research to date
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Figure 3.2: A caricature of a typical experiment. A dark bar on a white background is
flashed onto the screen, and action potentials are recorded from a neuron. Varying the
orientation of the bar yields varying responses. Counting the number of spikes elicited
within a fixed time window following the stimulus, and plotting these counts as a function
of bar orientation, one can construct a mathematical model of the response of the neuron.
has focused on the neurons’ firing rates, the number of spikes fired by the neurons within
some suitably defined time window. These firing rates are thought to reflect the general
level of activity of the cells [2, 52].
Thus, much of visual neuroscience has been concerned with measuring the firing rates
of cells as a function of some properties of a visual stimulus. For example, an experiment
might run as follows: An image is suddenly projected onto a (previously blank) screen
that an animal is watching, and the number of spikes fired by some recorded cell in the
next second are counted. By systematically changing some properties of the stimulus and
monitoring the elicited response, one can make a quantitative model of the response of the
neuron. Such a model mathematically describes the response (firing rate) rj of a neuron
as a function of the stimulus I(x, y), as in
rj = fj(I(x, y)). (3.1)
This is illustrated in figure 3.2.
In the early visual system, the response of a typical neuron depends only on the intensity
pattern of a very small part of the visual field. This area, where light increments or
decrements can elicit above-baseline firing rates, is called the classical receptive field of the
neuron. More generally, the concept also refers to the particular light pattern that yields
the maximum response [52, 79].
So, what light patterns actually elicit the strongest responses? This of course varies
from neuron to neuron. The retinal ganglion cells as well as cells in the LGN typically have
circular center-surround receptive field structure [51, 79]: Some neurons are excited by light
in a small circular area of the visual field, but inhibited by light in a surrounding annulus.
Other cells show the opposite effect, responding maximally to light that fills the surround
but not the center. This is depicted in figure 3.3a. Cells in V1 have more interesting
receptive fields. The so-called simple cells typically have adjacent elongated (instead of
concentric circular) regions of excitation and inhibition [54]. This means that these cells
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Figure 3.3: Typical classical receptive fields of neurons early in the visual pathway. Plus
signs denote regions of the visual field where light causes excitation, minuses regions where
light inhibits responses. (a) Retinal ganglion and LGN neurons typically exhibit center-
surround receptive fields organization, in one of two arrangements. (b) The majority of
simple cells in V1, on the other hand, have oriented receptive fields.
respond maximally to oriented image structure. This is illustrated in figure 3.3b.
All of the above classical receptive fields can be modeled by a linear model: the response
of a neuron can be reasonably predicted by a weighted sum of the image intensities, as in
rj =
∑
(x,y)
wj(x, y)I(x, y), (3.2)
where wj(x, y) contains the pattern of excitation and inhibition for light for the neuron
j in question. Typically, center-surround receptive fields are modeled as the difference of
two circular Gaussian kernels with different widths (difference-of-gaussians model [130]),
whereas oriented receptive fields are most often fitted by Gabor functions (products of
sinusoidal gratings and Gaussian envelopes) [28, 32, 65, 93, 129]; however, see also [142].
It goes without saying that these linear models are drastic simplifications of the actual
neural firing dynamics of these cells, but they are nevertheless useful starting points on
which more detailed models can be built.
Although these linear models are useful in modeling many cells, there are also neurons in
V1 called complex cells for which these models are completely inadequate [54]. These cells
do not show any clear spatial zones of excitation or inhibition. Complex cells respond, just
like simple cells, selectively to bars and edges at a particular location and of a particular
orientation; they are, however, relatively invariant to the spatial phase of the stimulus. An
example of this is that reversing the contrast polarity of the stimulus does not markedly
alter the response of a typical complex cell. The responses of complex cells have often been
modeled by the classical ‘energy model’2 [1, 98, 121], in which
rj =

∑
(x,y)
wj1(x, y)I(x, y)


2
+

∑
(x,y)
wj2(x, y)I(x, y)


2
, (3.3)
where wj1(x, y) and wj2(x, y) are quadrature-phase Gabor functions, see figure 3.4.
The idea that V1 complex cells pool the responses of simple cells (as opposed to con-
structing their response properties directly from the LGN afferents) is here attractive; such
an anatomical arrangement was originally suggested by Hubel and Wiesel [54]. There is
2The term ‘energy’ simply denotes the squaring operation.
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Figure 3.4: The classic energy model for complex cells. The response of a complex cell is
modeled by linearly filtering with quadrature-phase Gabor filters (Gabor functions whose
sinusoidal components have a 90 degrees phase difference), taking squares, and summing.
Note that this is purely a mathematical description of the response and should not be
directly interpreted as a hierarchical model summing simple cell responses.
evidence both for and against this proposition, however, so it is not yet clear if this is
indeed the case (see [3, 95]).
3.4 Topographic organization
It is interesting to consider how the receptive fields of neighboring cells are related. In the
retina, the receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells are necessarily linked to the physical
position of the cells. This is due to the fact that the visual field is mapped in an orderly
fashion to the retina. Thus, neighboring retinal ganglion cells respond to neighboring
areas of the visual field. However, there is nothing to guarantee the existence of a similar
organization further up the visual pathway.
But the fact of the matter is that, just like in the retina, neighboring neurons in the
LGN and in V1 tend to have receptive fields covering neighboring areas of the visual field.
Yet this is only one of several types of organization. In V1, the preferred orientation
of receptive fields also tends to shift gradually along the surface of the cortex [52]. In
fact, neurons are often approximately organized according to several functional parameters
simultaneously [52]. This kind of topographic organization also exists in higher visual
areas, such as inferotemporal cortex [146].
Topographical representations are not restricted to areas devoted to vision, but are in
fact present in various forms throughout the brain (for review, see [100]). Examples include
the tonotopic map (frequency-based organization) in the primary auditory cortex and the
complete body map for the sense of touch. In fact, one might be pressed to find a brain
area that would not exhibit any sort of topography. Even for areas that might seem to fit
the bill, it may well be that the underlying organization has just not yet been understood.
Chapter 4
Structure in natural images
4.1 The image state space
Recall how in chapter 2 we described an image representation in which each image is
represented as a numerical array containing the intensity values of its picture elements, or
pixels. To make the following discussion concrete, say that we are dealing with images of
a fixed size of 256-by-256 pixels. This gives a total of 65536 = 2562 pixels in an image.
Each image can then be considered as a point, call it x, in a 65536-dimensional state space,
each axis of which specifies the intensity value of one pixel [37]. Conversely, each point in
the state space specifies one particular image. This state space concept is illustrated in
figure 4.1.
Next, consider taking an enormous set of images, and plotting each as the corresponding
point in our state space. (Of course, plotting a 65536-dimensional space is not very easy
to do on a two-dimensional page, so we will have to be content with making a thought
experiment.) An important question is: how would the points be distributed in this space?
In other words, what is the probability density p(x) of our images like? The answer, of
course, depends on the set of images chosen. Astronomical images have very different
properties from holiday snapshots, for example, and the two sets would yield very different
clouds of points in our state space.
4.2 Defining natural images
In this thesis we will be specifically concerned with a particular set of images called natural
images or images of natural scenes. Some images from our data set are shown in figure 4.2.
This set is supposed to resemble the natural input of the visual system we are investigat-
ing. So what is meant by ‘natural input’? This is actually not a trivial question at all.
The underlying assumption in this line of research (as explained in chapters 5–6) is that
biological visual systems are, through a complex combination of the effects of evolution
and development, adapted to process the kind of sensory input that they receive. Natural
images is thus some set that we believe has similar statistical structure to that which the
visual system is adapted to.
This poses an obvious problem, at least in the case of human vision. The human visual
system has evolved in an environment that is in many ways different from the one most of
us experience daily today. It is probably quite safe to say that images of skyscrapers, cars,
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Figure 4.1: The state space representation of images. Images are mapped to points in the
space in a one-to-one fashion. Each axis of the state space corresponds to the brightness
value of one specific pixel in the image.
Figure 4.2: Three representative examples from our set of natural images.
and other modern entities have not affected our genetic makeup to any significant degree.
On the other hand, few people today experience nature as omnipresent as it was tens of
thousands of years ago. Thus, the input on the time-scale of evolution has been somewhat
different from that on the time-scale of the individual. Should we then choose images of
nature or images from a modern, urban environment to model the ‘natural input’ of our
visual system? Most work to date (for review, see [138]) has focused on the former, and
this has also been our choice. However, it should by no means be taken for granted that
this is the only, ‘correct’ choice.
Returning to our original question, how would natural images be distributed in the
image state space? The important thing to note is that they would not be anything
like uniformly distributed in this space. It is easy for us to draw images from a uniform
distribution, and they do not look anything like our natural images! Figure 4.3 shows
three images randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over the image space. As there
is no question that we can easily distinguish these images from natural images (figure 4.2)
it follows that these are drawn from separate, very different, distributions. In fact, the
distribution of natural images is highly non-uniform. This is the same as saying that
natural images contain a lot of redundancy, an information theoretic term that we turn to
now.
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Figure 4.3: Three images drawn randomly from a uniform distribution in the image state
space. Each pixel is drawn independently from a uniform distribution from black to white.
Bandwidth of current channel
Bandwidth needed
Information
for an efficient code
Redundancy
Figure 4.4: Redundancy in a signal. Some of the bandwidth carrying a typical signal is
normally ‘wasted’ because of redundancy (structure) in the signal. If the signal is optimally
compressed before transmission, stripping it of all redundancy, it can be transmitted using
much less resources. (Note that redundancy is often useful in a noisy channel where it can
be used to detect or repair errors, but we only consider noise-free channels here.)
4.3 Redundancy of natural images
The development by Claude Shannon [132] of the theory of information (for a textbook
account, see [25]) is one of the true milestones of science. Shannon considered the transmis-
sion of a message across a communication channel and developed a mathematical theory
that quantified the variables involved: the amount of information transmitted and the ca-
pacity of a channel to carry information. Because of its generality the theory has found,
and continues to find, an endless number of applications in a variety of disciplines.
One of the key ideas in information theory is that the amount of information carried
by a signal is often less than the maximum amount that could be transmitted by the
communication channel (also known as the ‘bandwidth’). This is because some of the
capacity is essentially consumed by structure in the signal. The more rigid the structure,
the less room there is to provide the receiver with information. Thus, the contents of any
signal can essentially be divided into information and redundancy. This is depicted in
figure 4.4.
To make this more concrete, consider the binary image of figure 4.5. The image contains
a total of 32× 22 = 704 pixels. Thus, the standard representation (where the color of each
pixel is indicated by a ‘1’ or a ‘0’) for this image requires 704 bits. But it is not difficult
to imagine that one could compress it into a much smaller number of bits. For example,
one could invent a representation that assumes a white background on which black squares
(with given positions and sizes) are printed. In such a representation, our image could be
coded by simply specifying the top-left corners of the squares ((5,5) and (19,11)) and their
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Figure 4.5: A binary image containing a lot of structure. Images like this can be coded
efficiently; see main text for discussion.
sizes (8 and 6). This could certainly be coded in less than 704 bits.1
The important thing to understand is that this kind of representation is good for cer-
tain kinds of images (those with a small number of black squares) but not others (that
do not have this structure and thus require a huge amount of squares to be completely
represented). Hence, if we are dealing mostly with images of the former kind, and we
are using the standard binary coding format, then our representation is highly redundant.
By compressing it using our black-squares-on-white representation we achieve an efficient
representation. Although natural images are much more variable than this hypothetical
class of images, it is nonetheless true that they also show structure and can be compressed.
Attneave [7] was the first to explicitly point out the redundancy in images. The above
argument is essentially the same as originally given by Attneave, although he considered
a ‘guessing game’ in which subjects guessed the colour of pixels in the image. The fact
that subjects perform much better than chance proves that the image is predictable, and
information theory ensures that predictability is essentially the same thing as redundancy
[7].
As will be discussed in the next two chapters, making use of this redundancy of images
is essential for vision. But the same statistical structure is in fact also crucial for many
other tasks involving images. Engineers who seek to find compact digital image formats
for storing or transmitting images also need to understand this structure [42, 85, 135].
Image synthesis and noise reduction are other tasks that optimally would make use of this
structure [42, 56, 85, 135, 136, 137, 168]. Thus, the analysis of the statistical properties of
images has widespread applications indeed, although perhaps understanding vision is the
most profound.
1The specification of each square requires three numbers which each could be coded in 5 bits, giving a
total of 30 bits for two squares. Additionally, a few bits might be needed to indicate how many squares
are coded, assuming that we do not know a priori that there are exactly two squares.
Chapter 5
Redundancy reduction and
efficient coding
5.1 Redundancy reduction
Following its conception, it did not take long before psychologists and biologists understood
that information theory was directly relevant to the tasks of biological systems. Indeed, the
sensory input is a signal that carries information about the outside world. This information
is communicated by sensory neurons by means of action potentials.
In his original article [7] describing the redundancy inherent in images, Attneave sug-
gested that the visual system recodes the inputs to reduce redundancy, providing an ‘eco-
nomical description’ of the sensory signals. He likened the task of the visual system to that
of an engineer who seeks to represent pictures with the smallest possible number of bits.
It is easy to see the intuitive appeal of this idea. Consider again the image of figure 4.5.
Recoding images of this kind using our black-squares-on-white representation, we reduce
redundancy and obtain an efficient representation. However, at the same time we have
discovered the structure in the signal: we now have the concept of ‘squares’ which did not
exist in the original representation. More generally: to reduce redundancy one must first
identify it. Thus, redundancy reduction requires discovering structure.
Although he was arguably the first to spell it out explicitly, Attneave was certainly
not the only one to have this idea. Around the same time, Barlow [8] provided similar
arguments from a more biological/physiological viewpoint. Barlow has also pointed out
[11, 12] that the idea, in the form of ‘economy of thought’, is clearly expressed already in
the writings of Mach [92] and Pearson [116]. Nevertheless, with the writings of Attneave
and Barlow, the redundancy reduction (or efficient coding) hypothesis was born.
5.2 Testing the efficient coding hypothesis
Is the efficient coding principle actually implemented in the visual system somehow? How
could we test the hypothesis? A recent excellent review of research in this area can be
found in [138]. Here we will only briefly describe the part of this work which is most
relevant to this thesis.
There are two main approaches to testing the efficient coding hypothesis. One possibil-
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ity is to record from neurons at various levels of the visual system and try to directly esti-
mate the information versus redundancy in their patterns of action potentials [16, 128, 143].
One of the key results of this line of inquiry is that many neurons seem to be highly efficient
at communicating information (see e.g. [16, 127]), giving some support to the hypothesis.
The other approach, which will be the main focus of this chapter, is to consider the
statistics of the typical sensory input and then ‘derive’ a model for efficient coding of this
input. Then, the model is compared to known physiology of the early visual system. If the
match is good, this supports the idea that the brain is implementing efficient coding.
To be able to proceed, we must somehow limit the models we will consider. We will
assume that our stimuli consist of static images, and that our model neurons respond to
these images with scalar outputs denoting their firing rates. This is the model that was
introduced in chapter 3, see equation (3.1). Note that this completely ignores all temporal
aspects of both stimuli and responses, and also abstracts the individual discrete action
potentials into a continuous firing rate. Finally, there is no variability in this model, so the
same response is always elicited by a given stimulus. Despite these strong simplifications,
this model has been quite useful for understanding neural responses and will also serve our
discussion well.
Denoting the sensory inputs (pixel intensity values of our images) xi and the responses
of neuron j by sj , the response model is sj = fj(x1, . . . , xm). This can be written in vector
form as
s = f(x). (5.1)
Given the statistics of the sensory input, p(x), we will seek a response model f such that
the coding scheme adheres to the efficient coding principle.
The basic efficient coding hypothesis states that sensory neurons should be adapted to
transmit the maximum amount of information about the natural environment, given limited
resources. This has also been called infomax, information maximization [13, 89, 103].
The limitations can be, for example, a fixed number of neurons and some fixed mean or
maximum firing rates of these neurons. Alternatively, the hypothesis assumes that neurons
minimize the resources needed to transmit a fixed amount of information.
Using information theory, it is straightforward to show (e.g. [13, 103]) that in our
response model, under certain assumptions,1 the mutual information between the sensory
input and the neural response is maximized when the entropy of the response is at a
maximum. For a single neuron, the response distribution that maximizes the entropy
depends on the specific constraints applied. As an example, if the range of the response is
bounded, the response distribution with maximal entropy is the uniform distribution [80].
However, the more interesting result is that in the case of many neurons, maximal response
entropy requires that the responses of the neurons are statistically independent [13, 103].
Assuming that our input x consists of natural image data, can we find a transformation
f that would give responses sj which are mutually independent? In the general case, this
is a rather complicated problem because a mapping that produces completely independent
responses can be quite complex. Thus, researchers have mainly focused on the special case
where the mapping is constrained to be linear, as in
s = f(x) = Wx. (5.2)
1In particular, it is assumed that the nonlinear transfer functions fj are bounded and invertible, and
that there is infinitesimal additive output noise.
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Figure 5.1: Linear filters derived by ICA from natural image patches. Each patch displays
one filter wj (i.e. wj(x, y)); the filters having been arbitrarily arranged into a 10×10 array.
These are the filters that minimize the statistical dependencies between the responses when
applied to natural images. Bright pixels denote excitatory, dark pixels inhibitory, responses
to light. Compare with figure 3.3b.
In other words, each response sj is given by a linear sum of the image intensities,
sj = w
T
j x =
∑
(x,y)
wj(x, y)I(x, y), (5.3)
where wTj is the j:th row of the matrix W. Above, we also emphasized that the vectors
wj and x exactly correspond to the receptive field weighting profile (see chapter 3) and the
input image (see chapter 4), respectively. The question then is: which mapping W (set
of filters wj(x, y)) produces responses that are as independent as possible in the natural
environment? Several algorithms have recently been developed that attempt to perform
this task, called Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [4, 13, 19, 22, 23, 55, 59, 67, 71,
83, 108]; for a textbook account of this technique the reader is referred to [58]. Applied to
data consisting of small patches of natural images, such algorithms result in linear filters
(see figure 5.1) that resemble the receptive fields of simple cells in the primary visual cortex
[14, 155].
The similarity of simple cell receptive fields to the the optimal linear filters suggests
that the neurons are adapted to provide approximately independent responses to natural
sensory input. But even the optimal filters do not give completely independent responses,
due to the linearity constraint on the mapping (see Publication 2 and [139, 167]). This is
in fact fortunate, since one can then hope to account for further properties of the visual
system using the dependencies that remain.
One might thus consider specific forms of nonlinearities that might increase indepen-
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dence. For example, Simoncelli has, together with his colleagues, shown that a nonlinearity
known as ‘contrast gain control’ [17, 40, 48] acting on the linear outputs significantly re-
duces dependencies between units [131, 139]. This gives further evidence that simple cells
provide a maximally independent code of the visual input, given some constraints.
How far can this approach be taken? If the mapping f was not constrained in any way,
one could eventually achieve complete independence. But what would this accomplish?
Would this constitute some kind of ‘ultimate solution’ to vision? We would argue that it
would not, and that simply seeking a transform that produces independent components
cannot be the whole story. In fact, without any constraints on the mapping there are an
infinite number of solutions f that give independent components [60]. Although indetermi-
nancy also exist in the linear case, the indeterminancy in the nonlinear case is much worse
since the solutions are not trivially related [60].
Suppose for just a second that we do not mind the indeterminancy described above.
(After all, this only means that there are a lot of solutions so one might think that it
implies that it would ease the task of finding one!) The important question is: what have
we actually accomplished? We have effectively managed to solve the density estimation
problem, and we are in a position to specify p(x) for any x. But how does this solve vision?
In the following chapter we will provide an alternative way of thinking about the connection
between image statistics and vision that might provide a more useful framework.
Chapter 6
The latent variable model
approach
6.1 Analysis-by-synthesis
The traditional computational approach to vision [94] focuses on how, from the image data
x, one can compute quantities of interest, which we will call s. These quantities might be,
for instance, scalar variables such as the distances to objects, or binary parameters such
as signifying if an object belongs to some given categories.1 In other words, the emphasis
is on a function f that transforms images into world or object information, as in s = f(x).
This operation might be called image analysis.
Several researchers (see e.g. [43, 74, 101]) have pointed out that the opposite operation,
image synthesis, more often than not is much simpler. That is, the mapping g that gener-
ates the image given the state of the world (x = g(s)), is considerably easier to work with
than the mapping f . But how does knowing g help us, one may ask. The answer is that
one may then search for the parameters sˆ that produce an image xˆ = g(sˆ) which, as well
as possible, matches the observed image x. Under reasonable assumptions, this might lead
to a good approximation of the correct parameters s. This approach to vision is known as
analysis-by-synthesis.
To make all this concrete, consider again the image of the cup in figure 2.2. The tradi-
tional approach of vision would propose that an early stage extracts local edge information
in the image, after which some sort of grouping of these edge pieces would be done. Finally,
the evoked edge pattern would be compared with patterns in memory, and recognized as
a cup. Meanwhile, analysis of other scene variables, such as lighting direction or scene
depth, would proceed in parallel. The analysis-by-synthesis framework, on the other hand,
would suggest that our visual system has an unconscious internal model for image gen-
eration. Estimates of object identity, lighting direction, and scene depth are all adjusted
until a satisfactory match between the observed image and the internally generated image
is achieved.
1One point about notation: The motivation for re-using s here comes from the way it is used in the
next chapters and thus related to the neural firing rates that it designated in chapter 5.
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Figure 6.1: A simple latent variable model. The nodes define the observed (x1 and x2) as
well as the hidden (s1 and s2) variables, and the arrows indicate the dependencies among
these variables. To complete the specification of the model, one needs to define (1) the
allowed states of the variables, (2) the prior probabilities of all nodes lacking parents (i.e.
p(s1)), and (3) the conditional probabilities of all other nodes (i.e. p(s2|s1), p(x1|s1), and
p(x2|s1, s2)). The dashed line and the shading simply illustrates the division into observed
and hidden nodes.
6.2 Latent variable models
In the probabilistic approach to vision, analysis-by-synthesis is naturally implemented in
the framework of latent variable models. Latent variable models attempt to explain ob-
served data by some underlying hidden causes or factors that we have only indirect in-
formation about. The models we shall consider here consist of a set of observed random
variables which we will call xi, a set of latent random variables sj , and a set of prior and
conditional probabilities that define how the states of the variables are dependent on each
other. These models are also known as Bayesian networks or belief networks [63, 66, 115].
A simple example of such a model is given in figure 6.1.
Such a latent variable model defines a joint probability density over all variables, p(x, s).
However, only the xi are ever observed. Why then introduce hidden variables? The
reason is that quite complex patterns in the observed data (dependencies between the
xi) can often be understood as resulting from relatively simple underlying ‘causes’ that
cannot, however, be directly observed. Radford Neal has suggested (on his WWW page)
an analogy from medicine: Doctors observe only the various symptoms of patients, and have
invented ‘diseases’ (hidden variables) to explain the various combinations of symptoms.2
Mathematically, latent variable models approximate the density p(x) of the data as the
observed part of the joint density p(x, s). This is obtained by integrating the joint density
over all hidden states, as in
p(x) =
∫
p(x, s) ds. (6.1)
There are two fundamental operations in such networks, inference and learning. Infer-
ence refers to estimating the hidden variables s given an observed data vector x. In most
2Although one might argue that one can actually observe the diseases directly by the use of various
tests, one can equally well view these tests are just part of our observations, and the ‘diseases’ as our
explanations for the combination of observed symptoms and test results.
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models it is impossible (even in theory) to know the precise values of s, so one must be
content with a probability density p(s|x) [29]. By Bayes rule, this is given as
p(s|x) = p(x|s)p(s)
p(x)
. (6.2)
To obtain a point estimate of the hidden variables, many models simply opt to find the
particular s which maximize this density,
sˆ = arg max
s
p(s|x). (6.3)
The connection to analysis-by-synthesis should now be clear: the latent variable model
specifies how data vectors are synthesised (generated) from the ‘causes’ s by p(x|s). The
network infers these causes by selecting them so that the fit to the observed data is max-
imized. However, note the additional factor p(s) providing a bias for causes assumed to
occur more frequently than others. This fits common sense: if two world configurations
are equally adequate explanations of a given image, the more frequent configuration is the
more probable cause.
The second fundamental operation in latent variable models is the estimation, or learn-
ing, of the model from observed data. Typically, the dependency structure in the model is
fixed, but the specific dependency strengths may vary. The dependencies are parametrized,
so that a given parameter vector, call it θ, yields a specific joint density pθ(x, s). Now, how
can we adapt the model’s parameters so that it best fits the observed data? The typical
choice is to attempt to fit pθ(x) =
∫
pθ(x, s) ds to the observed density p(x) [66].
6.3 Internal models
The remainder of this thesis will focus on different latent variable models for images. These
can be viewed as some kinds of internal models [10, 26, 122] of the visual input. In this
framework the goal is, utilizing the dependencies inherent in the sensory environment, to
learn models that reflect the structure of the world [30, 49, 86, 111, 122, 123, 151].
It must be emphasised that although the models employed can have many free parame-
ters to be learned, some overall structure or form of the dependencies must be fixed. Thus
we must use our intuition and experience when specifying the models to be considered.
For example, the model structure might be chosen to mimic the way real objects interact
to produce images. As we seek to model brain-like computation, another possibility is to
try to match the model structure to plausible neural circuitry patterns. In this thesis, the
latter has been the dominant heuristic.
Finally, it must be underlined that the models discussed in this thesis are quite low-
level models of images. They do not contain variables that would specify the identity of
objects or the direction of lighting in a scene. Rather, the models concern low-level features
of images, such as bars and edges, and at best elongated contours. This means that no
practical object recognition is done by these models. However, the learned models can
directly be compared with representations in the early biological visual system, of which
much is known. This allows us to investigate if there is anything to the claim that the
brain builds an internal model of the world, utilizing the redundancy in the sensory input.
Chapter 7
Independent component analysis
based on a latent variable model
7.1 Sparse coding
In a seminal paper published in 1996, Olshausen and Field [110] described how a simple
neural network performing sparse coding [9, 37, 39, 148] learned features that were quali-
tatively very similar to the receptive fields of V1 simple cells. This was significant because
it was the first study to show how all the basic spatial properties of simple cell classical re-
ceptive fields (localization in space and in spatial frequency, and orientation tuning) could
emerge in an unsupervised manner from natural images. Olshausen and Field showed that
regardless of the mechanisms by which simple cell receptive fields develop, they can be
interpreted as providing a maximally sparse code of the natural sensory input.
The basic idea of sparse coding is relatively simple. Each input image patch x is
represented by a linear combination of some set of basis patches aj , as in
x ≈ s1 · a1 + s2 · a2 + · · ·+ sn · an. (7.1)
This is illustrated in figure 7.1. Varying the coefficients sj allows different input vectors x
to be accurately represented. In sparse coding, the goal is to select the set of basis patches
so that typical input vectors x can (by proper choices of the sj) be represented accurately
and sparsely. The first objective essentially means that the right-hand side of equation 7.1
should closely equal the left-hand side. The second objective favors representations where
only a few coefficients sj are significantly active (non-zero) for any given input x. All basis
≈ s1· + s2· + · · ·+ sn·
Figure 7.1: The linear image synthesis model. Each input patch x (corresponding to
I(x, y)) is represented as a linear combination of basis (feature) patches aj (i.e. aj(x, y)).
In sparse coding, one attempts to learn basis patches such that in this representation the
coefficients sj are as sparse as possible, meaning that for most image patches only a few of
them are significantly non-zero.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of sparse distributions. Left: samples from a Gaussian random
variable (top) versus samples from a sparse random variable (bottom). Both have the
same variance (sum of squares) but in the sparse variable the energy is concentrated into
only a few samples while the rest are effectively zero. Right: The probability density of
a Gaussian variable (dashed line) versus that of a sparser variable (solid line). Both are
normalized to have the same variance, but the density of the sparser variable exhibits a
higher peak at zero and heavier (enhanced) tails. In other words, the peak at zero of
the sparser density is exactly compensated by thicker tails to give the same overall scale
(variance) as that of the Gaussian density.
patches aj are needed, however, because the set of active coefficients changes from input
to input.
If all units sj are assumed to be equally active in the long run (i.e. when considering
the whole set of inputs x), this kind of ‘population’ sparseness is essentially the same
as ‘lifetime’ sparsess, where any given unit is approximately zero for most inputs and
significantly active only rarely [164]. Such a sparse response distribution is also called
supergaussian [59] (or leptokurtotic [72]), and is illustrated in figure 7.2.
There are two main tasks in sparse coding. The first one is, given a specific input vector
x, to find the optimal values of the coefficients sj . This is done by defining an objective
function that specifies how the goals of accuracy and sparseness are measured and how
these measures are combined. On the presentation of an input x, the sj are chosen which
optimize this objective. Note that for typical objective functions the optimal values of the
coefficients are a nonlinear function of the input, and iterative methods are required to
find a local optimum [21, 111].
The second task in sparse coding is to find a set of basis patches aj which allows typical
input vectors x to be accurately and sparsely represented. Just as the linear transforma-
tion matrix W giving maximally independent components (see chapter 5) depends on the
probability density p(x) of the data, so too does the optimal set of basis patches aj in
sparse coding. Thus it makes sense to look for the optimal set for natural image input x.
This is just what Olshausen and Field [110, 111] did. The result was a set quite similar to
that shown in figure 7.3. The resemblance of the features to V1 simple cell receptive fields
were then taken as evidence for sparse coding in the primary visual cortex.
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Figure 7.3: A set of basis patches aj (aj(x, y)) learned from natural image patches. Each
basis patch contains the contribution of one sj to the input x (I(x, y)), as in figure 7.1.
(Note that there is no particular order among the basis patches and that the arrangement
into a 10 × 10 array is completely arbitrary. Note also the resemblance to figure 5.1; see
main text for details.)
7.2 The ICA model
It soon became clear [47, 109, 111] how learning in the sparse coding network (developed
independently by Olshausen and Field [110] and Harpur and Prager [47]) could be inter-
preted as the approximate estimation of a latent variable model. This model is graphically
shown in figure 7.4. Both the hidden variables sj and the observed data xi are contin-
uous random variables. The hidden variables are independent with supergaussian prior
densities p(sj), whereas the observed variables are drawn from Gaussian distributions with
constant variance, but whose means are specified by linear combinations of the sj . A typ-
ical choice for the hidden unit prior density is the laplacian (double-sided exponential).
Mathematically, we may write
p(sj) = exp(−
√
2|sj |)/
√
2 (7.2)
p(xi|s) = 1
Nσ
exp
[
−(xi −
∑
j sjaij)
2
2σ2
]
, (7.3)
where σ is the ‘noise level’ in the model, and Nσ is the normalizing constant of the Gaussian
density.
As discussed in chapter 6, two fundamental operations in such a latent variable model
are inference and learning. Inference consists of estimating the hidden variables sj that
generated a given data vector x, while learning is the estimation of the model parameters
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Figure 7.4: The generative ICA model. All nodes are continuous random variables. The
hidden variables sj are generated independently and exhibit sparseness (see figure 7.2).
The observed variables xi are drawn from Gaussian distributions with means given by
linear combinations of the latent variables sj . The weights of the linear combinations are
given by the entries aij of a matrix A.
aij from a large set of data vectors. It turns out that the objective for finding the most likely
hidden unit activations sj in the above model is exactly the same as the one previously
proposed for selecting the optimal sparse coding coefficients sj [47, 109, 111]. In addition,
the algorithm for learning the sparse coding basis patches can be interpreted as performing
approximate estimation of the parameters of the latent variable model [109, 111].
Furthermore, it was shown [18, 109, 111] how the ICA algorithm of Bell and Sejnowski
[13] could be derived from maximum-likelihood estimation of the above model, for the
special case of infinitesimal noise (σ → 0) and an equal number of hidden and observed
variables. This special case has received a lot of attention, primarily because of its sim-
plicity. The key property is that in this case the posterior density p(s|x) collapses onto a
single point which is a linear function of the data, s = A−1x = Wx, allowing simple and
efficient algorithms for estimating the model.
Hence, both the original sparse coding network and ICA algorithms can be interpreted
as estimating the latent variable model given in figure 7.4. In fact, the understanding
that has emerged is that redundancy reduction by ICA, sparse coding, and estimation of
the generative model are in some sense all just different theoretical approaches leading to
essentially the same method.
7.3 Modeling simple cell responses
In figure 7.3, we showed a set of basis patches aj learned from data consisting of natural
image patches. These basis patches were learned using the FastICA algorithm [55, 59] but,
as discussed in the previous section, can also be considered ‘sparse coding’ basis patches.
Each patch contains the model weights {aij}i=1...m that determine the contribution of one
hidden unit sj to the data. Note the similarity to figure 5.1. In fact, the ICA separating
matrix W is just the pseudo-inverse of the ICA mixing matrix A. For image data, the
separating filters wj(x, y) shown in figure 5.1) are essentially just high-pass filtered versions
of the basis patches aj(x, y) (see discussion in Publication 3).
While the features learned by ICA correspond to simple cell receptive fields, it is the
latent variables sj that represent the firing rates of the neurons. The special case of no
noise and n = m makes this particularly clear. As discussed in the previous section, in
that case there is no uncertainty in the values of the sj after observing x, and they can
be obtained as sj = w
T
j x =
∑
(x,y) wj(x, y)I(x, y). This is precisely the linear response
model of firing rates, introduced in chapter 3. In the presence of noise, or when the number
of units n is greater than the dimensionality of the input m, one cannot know precisely
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the values sj that generated a particular input x. But one can still find an estimate, by
taking the values that maximize the posterior p(s|x). The components of this maximum a
posteriori estimate shall serve to represent the firing rates in the general case [111].
Following the establishment of a qualitative correspondence between simple cell re-
sponses and the ICA representation, van Hateren and van der Schaaf [155] showed that
even quantitatively the match was fairly good. They calculated various measures of the
properties of the features learned by ICA from natural images, and compared these with
previously published data on simple cell receptive fields, finding a good match for most of
the parameters.
The question then arose if the ICA model could account for further simple cell proper-
ties. In addition to the purely spatial response characteristics described in chapter 3, much
is also known about how simple cells respond to spatiotemporal, chromatic, and binocular
stimuli. Briefly, spatiotemporal receptive fields can be classified into space-time separa-
ble and inseparable groups, with mainly inseparable ones exhibiting directional selectivity
[32, 33]. As for responses to chromatic stimuli, many researchers [24, 90, 149, 150] have
found that simple cells can be grouped into three main groups that prefer achromatic,
red/green, and blue/yellow stimuli, respectively. However, the cortical coding of colour
is still not adequately understood, and many investigators [34, 64, 84] have reported re-
sults that, at least at first sight, seem incompatible with this picture. More generally, it
is believed that cells responding preferentially to chromatic stimuli are not as tuned to
orientation as achromatic ones. Finally, the binocular characteristics of receptive fields are
also relatively well understood: Cells display varying degrees of binocularity and exhibit
interocularly matched preferred orientations and spatial frequencies [52, 140], but have
both interocular phase and position differences [5].
To investigate whether the spatiotemporal structure of cortical receptive fields could
be accounted for by ICA, van Hateren and Ruderman [154] applied ICA to natural image
sequences. The features of the ICA decomposition strongly resembled simple cell spa-
tiotemporal receptive fields, providing further support for the proposed model.
In 1999, we set out to investigate the properties of ICA features learned from colour
and stereo images, and to compare them with known chromatic and binocular aspects
of simple cell receptive fields. (Several other researchers have recently performed similar
investigations, applying ICA to feature extraction from colour images, see [145, 160].)
Figure 7.5 depicts the features learned from colour images. As discussed in Publication 1,
our results fit many aspects of what is known of chromatic receptive fields. Indeed, the ICA
features can be neatly grouped into three distinct chromatic groups, with the achromatic
units essentially identical to those learned from monochrome images.
The ICA features learned from stereo image data are shown in figure 7.6. Also in
this case, the match between the properties of the ICA features and those of simple cell
receptive fields is impressive, as discussed in Publication 1. The features exhibit a range of
degrees of binocularity, and further show interocularly matched frequency and orientation,
but have prominent interocular phase differences.
In summary, then, it seems that ICA applied to natural images yields features which are
in a multitude of ways similar to V1 simple cell receptive fields. This is particularly striking
because of the conceptual simplicity of the model; it only assumes sparse, independent
hidden variables and linear mixing. No prior information whatsoever on the weights aij is
incorporated. Thus ICA applied to natural images provides a highly parsimonious model
of the earliest cortical processing of visual input in the brain. Recently, even physiological
evidence for sparse and independent representations has been presented [156].
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Figure 7.5: ICA basis of colour images. Again, each patch represents the contribution
of one latent variable in the generative model. Note how the representation is split into
separate red/green, blue/yellow, and bright/dark features, with the last group essentially
identical to the features learned from gray-scale images.
Figure 7.6: ICA basis of stereo images. Here, each neighboring pair of patches represents
the contribution of one hidden variable sj to the observed data, with the left and right
patches denoting the contributions to the left and right eye data (respectively). Note how
the degree of binocularity varies widely, and how binocular features have interocularly
matched spatial frequency and orientation preferences.
Chapter 8
Modeling complex cells and
topography
As discussed in the previous chapter, the basic ICA model has been used to account for
many aspects of simple cell receptive fields. In light of this success, one might seek to model
further aspects of V1 by a similar approach. The most conspicuous features of the primary
visual cortex, aside from the responses of simple cells, are (a) the response properties of
complex cells, and (b) the topography (columnar organization). This chapter will focus on
the modeling of these two V1 characteristics.
8.1 Modeling complex cell responses
Could the basic ICA model also account for the response properties of complex cells? As
discussed in chapter 3, complex cells respond to bars and edges, just like simple cells,
but are not selective as to the local phase of the stimulus (for example, a black bar on
a white background typically elicits a similar response to that of a white bar on a black
background). It is not difficult to see that the ICA model is fundamentally incompatible
with this kind of responses. In the basic ICA model, reversing the contrast polarity (that
is, flipping the sign of the input vector x) reverses the sign of the representation s, so the
representation is certainly not invariant to contrast reversal. Complex cells, on the other
hand, typically are relatively invariant to contrast reversal.
Accordingly, the model must be extended. We have considered a model which retains
important features of the basic ICA model yet modifies it in a significant way that allows
the modeling of complex cell responses. The observed data x is given as a (noisy) linear
combination of sparse hidden variables sj , just as in the ICA model. However, the hidden
variables are no longer completely independent, but can be divided into groups within
which dependencies exist. (Similar relaxations of the independence assumption in ICA were
proposed in [20, 88].) Within these groups the dependencies take the form of correlations
of energies: if one component sj in the group is significantly non-zero, other components
in that group are also likely to be active. This means that components in a group tend to
be simultaneously active more often than would be the case for independent components.
Note, however, that there is no linear correlation, because the signs of the individual
components are not predictable. This kind of dependency structure can be built into the
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Figure 8.1: The complex cell model. Each higher-order hidden variable ui is drawn in-
dependently and determines the conditional variance of the sj in its group (they all have
zero mean, however). The observations x are then determined as previously.
model by having higher-order hidden variables ui that determine the conditional variance
of the conditionally Gaussian components sj , as shown in figure 8.1.
This ‘independent subspace analysis’ (ISA) was introduced in Publication 2, although
it must be noted that we did not construct the hierarchical generative model of figure 8.1
until later [57]. The algorithm proposed in Publication 2 estimates the parameters aij of
the model in the special case of infinitesimal noise and equal dimensionality of s and x
(n = m).
Estimating the model from natural image patches, we obtained the features shown
in figure 8.2. Each window gives one feature (column aj from A), and each set of four
features belongs to the same group, as described above. The first thing to note is that
the qualitative appearance of the features has not changed: most can still be described as
Gabor filters. This means that the individual components sj in the model still respond
quite like simple cells do. But the truly interesting thing is the way the components are
grouped: features belonging to the same group tend to have similar spatial frequency and
orientation. This means that estimates of the ui mirror the operation of complex cells.
To see this, remember that the model specified that the conditional variance of the sj
in a group was specified by the ui connected to that group. To estimate this conditional
variance one should sum the squares of the values sj in the group. In other words, the
optimal estimate of a higher-order latent variable ui is a function of the sum of the squares
of the responses of the sj in its group. This should remind you of the ‘energy model’ for
complex cell responses discussed in chapter 3, in which the responses of simple cells are
squared and summed. Specifically, in that model simple cells with receptive fields having
similar orientation and spatial frequency are pooled. This is just the kind of pooling that
our network learned in a completely unsupervised manner! In the next section, where we
describe an elaboration of the model, we show simulations that indicate that the ui do
operate like complex cells, at least qualitatively.
The fact that the model associates filters of similar orientation and frequency, but differ-
ing in phase, implies that the outputs of such linear filters (when applied to natural images)
are dependent. We are certainly not the only nor the first to discuss such dependencies.
As early as 1990, Wegmann and Zetzsche [163] described the energy correlations between
such filters. Recently, Simoncelli and his colleagues [131, 139] have also described similar
dependencies and have proposed to reduce them by a divisive normalization operation (see
chapter 5).
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Figure 8.2: Learned weights in the complex cell model. Each patch, as before, shows the
contribution of one hidden variable sj to the observed data. Each set of neighboring four
patches belong to the same complex cell group. Note how the features in a group tend to
have similar orientation and spatial frequency.
8.2 Modeling topography
As briefly described in chapter 3, one of the most interesting features of the primary visual
cortex is its topographic organization. Neurons which are physically close to each other
have preferred stimuli which are similar in terms of spatial position, orientation, and spatial
frequency [31, 52, 62, 134].1 Could this columnar organization be modeled by statistical
models?
In Publication 3 (see also [57, 61]), we showed how V1-like topography could be learned
by a very simple modification of the complex cell model. This modified model, called
‘Topographic Independent Component Analysis’ (TICA), is illustrated in figure 8.3. The
basic idea is that instead of having discrete groups of model simple cells, the groups are in
a sense overlapping. Each simple cell is associated with several complex cells, instead of
just one. In the generative model, the conditional variance of a simple cell is given by the
sum of the activities of independent complex cells.
Note that now an explicit organization is imposed on the components sj , because they
are all tied together. Although for simplicity figure 8.3 shows a one-dimensional model,
we shall mostly work with a two-dimensional arrangement of components (because we are
attempting to model the layout of the cortex, which is essentially a thin two-dimensional
sheet [100]). In such an arrangement, complex cells are associated with a small neighbor-
hood (e.g. 3-by-3) of simple cells arranged on a two-dimensional grid.
1Neurons are also organized according to various non-spatial receptive field properties, such as ocular
dominance, but for simplicity these will not be considered here.
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Figure 8.3: The topographic generative model. This model works exactly like the complex
cell model (figure 8.1), with the exception that the conditional variances of the sj are
determined by the sum of the activity of near-by complex cells ui.
Figure 8.4: Sparse versus clustered sparse activity. Each pixel denotes the activity of one
latent variable sj , with gray representing zero whereas white and black represent strong
positive and negative values (respectively). Left: typical activity pattern in ICA model.
Most units are effectively zero, and there are only few strong responses. Right: typical
activity pattern in topographic model. The responses are similar, but in addition tend to
be clustered, so that neighboring units often are active simultaneously.
Just like in the complex cell model of figure 8.1, the topographic model preserves the
important property of sparseness of the components sj but rejects the notion of complete
independence between them. And just as in the complex cell model, the components in the
topographic model show correlations of energies. The novelty of the topographic model is
that the components sj are ordered on a grid, and those which are close to each other on
the grid show this dependence. This essentially means that for typical input, activity in
the grid tends to be clustered. This point is illustrated in figure 8.4.
In Publication 3 and [57, 61], the model was estimated from natural image patches.2
The features obtained once again resemble simple cell receptive fields. But now the com-
ponents are organized. Figure 8.5 shows a typical learned basis. Note that the features
with low spatial frequency are clustered in the map. Another notable characteristic of the
map is that neighboring units tend to exhibit similar orientation preferences.
To further analyze the structure of the map, one can fit Gabor functions (see chapter 3)
to the individual features, and then measure how the various Gabor parameters of neigh-
boring units correlate. This type of an analysis is shown in figure 8.6, using the estimated
2Again, the actual algorithm used corresponds to the no-noise and complete basis model special case. In
addition, an approximation to the exact likelihood was used in order to get a simple and efficient algorithm,
see [57, 61].
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Figure 8.5: Features learned by the topographic model. Again, each patch represents
one aj (aj(x, y)), the contribution of one hidden unit sj to the observed data. Note
that the learned features still look like simple cell receptive fields, but now they are further
arranged so that neighboring units tend to exhibit similar orientation and spatial frequency
preferences.
basis shown in figure 4 of Publication 3. How well does the organization produced by
our model match that found in V1? Although many aspects of V1 topography have been
studied for decades, the recent study by DeAngelis et al. [31] is the first comprehensive
account of neighboring neuron receptive field parameter correlations in the primary visual
cortex.3 One of their primary finding was that, surprisingly, there is virtually no correla-
tion with respect to receptive field phase. Their study is in excellent agreement with our
results, which also gave strong correlations between the orientation and spatial frequency
parameters, but no correlation of the phase parameter.
Exactly like in the complex cell model, the higher-order activities ui in the topographic
model respond like actual complex cells because they pool the responses of filters with sim-
ilar orientation and frequency but differing in phase. To show that this arrangement works
in the model, we calculated tuning curves for phase, location, orientation, and frequency for
all model simple cells and complex cells. These tuning curves are summarized in figure 8.7.
The tuning curves strongly resemble those measured from real neurons: simple cells are
selective for all parameters, whereas complex cells are insensitive to stimulus phase and
exhibit a decreased sensitivity to location.
The proposed topographic model for natural images has some interesting connections
to other contemporary work on image statistics. Especially the recent work on the depen-
dencies between nodes in a wavelet tree [161] incorporates many similar ideas. The main
differences are that we employ a two-dimensional grid structure (as opposed to a wavelet
tree) and that we estimate the linear filters from the data instead of fixing them a priori.
Another related model is that proposed in [167].
3Note that this study concerned the primary visual cortex of cats, not primates.
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Figure 8.6: Neighboring unit parameter correlations. A Gabor function was fit to each
basis vector aj(x, y), describing it in terms of location within the window, orientation,
spatial frequency, and local phase. Each point in each of the four scatter-plots gives
the corresponding parameter values of one pair of neighboring units. Note the strong
correlations of location, orientation, and frequency. However, there is no organization of
local phase. (Cf. figure 11 of [31]).
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Figure 8.7: Tuning curves for model simple and complex cells. The top row shows tuning
curves of the model simple cells (sj) for the different stimulus parameters; the bottom row
gives the corresponding curves for the model complex cells (ui). In all plots, the solid
curves give the median responses; the dashed curves indicate 90 and 10% quantiles.
Chapter 9
Non-negativity constraints
9.1 Why non-negativity?
Although the basic ICA model described in chapter 7 (figure 7.4) has had significant success
in modeling the receptive fields of simple cells, there are at least two obvious ways in which
it is unrealistic as a model of simple cell behavior. Perhaps the most evident discrepancy
is the fact that in the model each unit sj can, in addition to being effectively silent (close
to zero), be either positively or negatively active. This basically means that every feature
contributes to representing stimuli of opposing polarity; for example, the same unit that
codes for a dark bar on a bright background also codes for a bright bar on a dark background
when the sign of the unit is reversed. This is in contrast to the behavior of simple cells
in V1: these neurons tend to have quite low background firing rates and, as firing rates
cannot go negative, thus can only represent one half of the output distribution of a signed
unit sj .
Another major difference between the model and V1 is that the input data in the model
is double-sided (signed), whereas V1 receives the visual data from the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN) in the form of separated ON- and OFF-channels. Of course, as an abstract
model of visual coding, the input data should indeed be (signed) image contrast. But if
we on the other hand are interested in how V1 recodes its input signals, we must consider
separate ON- and OFF-channel input.
Thus, if we would like to transform the basic ICA model from a relatively abstract
model of image representation in V1 to a concrete model of simple cell recoding of inputs
coming from the LGN, the model must be changed. First, our input data should consist
of hypothetical firing rates of ON- and OFF-center LGN cells in response to natural image
patches. Second, all coefficients sj should be restricted to non-negative values. As both
the sources s and the data x thus have non-negative values only, it is logical to assume the
same of the model parameters aij . This is because if some weights aij were negative, the
generative model would inevitably produce some negative data as well.1
Although we so far considered non-negativity constraints with the objective of mak-
ing the model better fit known neurophysiology, there are also other equally important
1Technically, even with both the coefficients and the weights non-negative, a non-zero noise level σ would
generate some negative data. This is however not significant for the relatively low noise levels typically
considered.
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arguments for non-negativity. In particular, it has been argued that non-negativity can
be important for learning parts-based representations [81]: In the standard sparse cod-
ing model, the data is described as a combination of elementary features involving both
additive and subtractive interactions. The fact that features can ‘cancel each other out’
using subtraction is contrary to the intuitive notion of combining parts to form a whole.
Non-negativity ensures that elementary object features combine additively.
9.2 Non-negative sparse coding
Adding non-negativity constraints to the sparse coding/ICA model (described in chapter 7)
is straightforward. A and s are both constrained to have non-negative elements only,
and the same is assumed of the data x. The latent variables sj are assumed to have
exponential distributions, i.e. p(sj) = exp(−sj), and the data x are generated from the
latent variables as before, see equation (7.3). In Publication 4, we developed a simple
algorithm for inferring the maximum a posteriori estimate of the sj given the input x and
the generative weight matrix A, under these non-negativity constraints. We also showed
how to learn the generative weights from the observed data.
We are certainly not the first to consider non-negativity constraints in linear models.
As early as 1994, Paatero and Tapper [112] described positive matrix factorization, which
attempts to reconstruct the non-negative input matrix as a product of two non-negative ma-
trices with lower dimensionality. This was subsequently put into a neurobiological context
by Lee and Seung [81] (calling it non-negative matrix factorization), who also developed
efficient algorithms for solving the problem [81, 82]. In the context of ICA, non-negativity
constraints (on A, s, or both) have recently been considered by several authors, see e.g.
[97, 106, 114, 117, 118].
The main contributions of Publication 4 were the application of non-negativity con-
straints in the sparse coding framework [110, 111], and the extension of the algorithm
proposed in [82] to this case.
9.3 Learning receptive fields
In Publication 5, the algorithm proposed in Publication 4 was applied to learning a non-
negative sparse representation of simulated ON/OFF-channel image data. Natural images2
were filtered to yield inputs xi that mimicked the responses of ON- and OFF-center cells
to the images. That is, each xi was obtained by filtering the original image patches with
a center-surround linear receptive field (see chapter 3) and then performing half-wave
rectification:
xi = rect

∑
(x,y)
wi(x, y)I(x, y)

 , (9.1)
where wi(x, y) is a manually constructed center-surround filter and
rect(z) =
{
z if z > 0
0 otherwise
(9.2)
2The images used in these experiments were kindly provided by Bruno Olshausen.
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ON OFF
ON minus OFF
Figure 9.1: Learned features in a non-negative representation of ON/OFF-channel image
data. Top left: Generative weights for the ON-channel. Each patch represents the part
of one basis vector aj corresponding to the ON-channel input. Gray pixels denote zero
weights, brighter pixels represent positive weights. Top right: Corresponding weights for
the OFF-channel input. Bottom: Weights for ON minus weights for OFF.
The filters wi(x, y) were varied so that half of them were of ON-type and the other half of
OFF-type, and they covered all spatial locations in the 12 × 12 pixel image patch, for a
total of m = 2 × 12 × 12 = 288 filters. The weight matrix A was then learned using the
algorithm described in Publication 4.
The resulting basis patterns (columns of A) are shown in figure 9.1. Note how the basis
vectors aj represent Gabor-like image input by elongated ON- and OFF-subregions. This
is most clearly seen in the bottom panel, where the weights for the OFF-channel have been
subtracted from those for the ON-channel. These learned features are at least qualitatively
similar to the ones found with the standard sparse coding model applied to symmetric
image data, see figure 7.3.3
These results show that it is straightforward to adapt the basic ICA model to yield a
representation that more closely corresponds to the neurophysiology of V1. Although this
is certainly a meaningful endeavour on its own, our main goal for exploring non-negative
representations was that they might be especially useful when considering representations
further along in the visual processing pathway. In the next chapter we report on some
early steps in that direction.
3Note that here, the weights of the matrix A make up the mapping from simple cell responses to LGN
responses, so the patches of figure 9.1 are not image patches but rather LGN activity patterns. However,
as the LGN responses are essentially (rectified) band-pass filters, these activity patterns can nevertheless
be reasonably compared with the image patches of figure 7.3.
Chapter 10
Contour coding
10.1 A simplified hierarchical network
The preceding chapters described how relatively simple latent variable models are able to
account for many aspects of the organization of the primary visual cortex. With these
successes in mind, it is tempting next to try to account for response properties of neurons
higher in the processing hierarchy. Here, one runs into several problems. The responses
of neurons later in the processing chain are increasingly complex nonlinear functions of
the input (see, e.g., [44, 146]). This means that simple linear models cannot be directly
used any more. Another problem is that not much is actually known about the response
properties of such neurons. The two points are actually related: Because of the complicated
nonlinear responses of the neurons it is difficult to get a coherent picture of what they are
doing. Even when such a picture is available, how they are doing it is often not known.
Nevertheless, one may attempt to extend the models described earlier to learn more
complex image structure. Perhaps the most straightforward approach is to extend the
complex cell model discussed in section 8.1 by assuming that the activities of the complex
cells are not independent, but instead are given by the non-negative ICA model discussed
in the previous chapter. This would amount to adding a linear layer on top of the model of
figure 8.1. In Publication 6 we studied a simplified version of that model, where the lower
layers were neglected and the responses of the model complex cells were a straightforward
function of the image input. This is depicted in figure 10.1, where the lower layers are
grayed out to emphasize that these layers do not play any active role in this simplified
model.
To begin with, we had to select a specific form for the responses of our model complex
cell. The natural choice seemed to be the classic energy model, introduced in chapter 3. Not
only is this model perhaps the most widely used complex cell response model, but it also
fits naturally in the framework of latent variable models, as shown in chapter 8. For each
image patch, we calculated the responses of such hypothetical complex cells at a variety
of spatial positions and preferred orientations. These responses formed the components of
a vector x, the ‘complex cell activity pattern’ elicited by a given natural image patch. A
few such activity patterns are shown in figure 10.2.
Having sampled a large number of activation patterns x (such as those shown in fig-
ure 10.2b), we estimated the parameters aij of a linear ICA model (see chapter 7) with
non-negativity constraints (as described in chapter 9). Each complex cell activation pat-
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simple cells
image
A
x
scontour cells
complex cells
Figure 10.1: The simplified hierarchical model. Model complex cell responses are calculated
in a manually specified feedforward manner, and these responses are modeled by the non-
negative ICA model discussed in the previous chapter. To emphasise that the lower layers
play no active part in the model they have been grayed out.
tern is represented by one data vector x, with each element xi representing the firing rate
of one complex cell. Each sj represents the response of one higher-order neuron, whose
‘receptive field’ is closely related to the corresponding aj . Again, the goal is to find basis
patterns aj such that typical input patterns x can be described accurately using only a
few significantly active higher-order neurons, see figure 10.3.
10.2 Sparse coding of contours
A representative subset of the estimated basis patterns aj is shown in figure 10.4. Note that
most basis patterns consist of a variable number of active complex cells arranged collinearly.
This makes intuitive sense, as collinearity is a strong feature of the visual world [41, 78, 133].
In addition, visual analysis in terms of smooth contours is supported by evidence from both
psychophysics [38, 120] and physiology [69, 70, 119], and is incorporated in many models
of contour integration, see e.g. [45, 87, 104]. To our knowledge, ours is the first model to
learn this type of a representation from the statistics of natural images.
It is easy to understand why basis patterns consist of collinear complex cell activity
patterns: Such patterns are typical in the data set, and can be sparsely coded if a long
contour can be represented by only a few higher-level units. The necessity for different
length basis patterns comes from the fact that long basis patterns simply cannot code
short (or curved) contours, and short basis patterns are inefficient at representing long,
straight contours.
Although the network is linear from the latent variables sj to the data x, the inferred
(most likely) sj are a nonlinear function of the data x, due to the noise and the overcom-
pleteness of the basis [111], as also discussed in chapter 7. In other words, the contour-
coding neurons respond to the complex cell activity patterns in a nonlinear fashion. In
particular, there is competition between the neurons [111], so that they respond only when
they are better than competing units at representing the stimulus. As a prominent feature
of the learned representation is the existence of different-length patterns, this leads to units
being selective for contour length, in addition to being tuned to position and orientation.
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Figure 5: Model complex cell responses to natural image patches. (a) Three patches from the set of natural
images. (b) Responses of the model complex cells to the patches. The ellipses show the orientation and
approximate extent of the individual complex cells. The brightness of the different ellipses indicate the
response strengths. (c) Response distribution of a single complex cell. The solid line shows the normalized
histogram of the response of a single complex cell, measured over all image patches. For comparison, the
dotted line is the density of the absolute value of a Gaussian random variable. The distributions have been
normalized to the same scale (as measured by the expected squared value of the random variable).
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Figure 10.2: Model complex cell responses to natural image patches. (a) Three patches
from the set of natural images. (b) Responses of the model complex cells to the patches.
The ellipses show the orientation and approximate extent of the receptive fields of individual
complex cells. The brightness of the different ellipses indicate the response strengths.
≈ s1 · + s2 · + · · ·+ sn·
Figure 10.3: Sparse co ing of compl x e l response . Each compl cell activity pattern is
represented as a linear combination of basis patterns aj . The goal is to find basis patterns
such that the coefficients sj are as ‘sparse’ as possible, meaning that for most input patterns
only a few of them are needed to represent the pattern accurately.
In other words, units representing long contours do not respond to short ones, whereas
units coding short contours exhibit end-stopping [53, 54].
To illustrate the nonlinear transform from complex cell activities x to higher-order
activities sj we can make a linear approximation. Optimal approximating linear filters are
shown in figure 10.5b, for the units whose basis patterns are depicted in figure 10.5a. Note
that units representing short contour segments tend to have inhibitory regions at one (or
both) of the ends of their ‘receptive fields’, illustrating the end-stopping effect. On the
other hand, units which code longer contours have inhibitory weights from complex cells
which are positioned on the contour but are of the wrong orientation. This enhances the
selectivity of these units so that they don’t respond to contours that only partly overlap
the receptive field.
The nonlinear effects can also be seen by directly showing length-tuning curves (fig-
ure 10.5c). Each plot shows how the response of the corresponding higher-order unit sj
varies with the length of the stimulus, when all other stimulus parameters are held at their
optimal values. The length of the stimulus (relative to the length of the sampling window)
is given on the horizontal axis (note the logarithmic scale) and the corresponding response
is plotted on the vertical axis. Notice how the response of the end-stopped units starts to
decrease when the stimulus length increases past its optimal value, eventually falling to
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Figure 7: A representative set of basis functions from the learned basis. The majority of units code the
simultaneous activation of collinear complex cells, indicating a smooth contour in the image.
3 Results
3.1 Properties of the learned representation
Using simulated complex cell responses to natural images as input data (see Figure 5), we thus estimated
the non-negative sparse coding model, obtaining 288 basis (activity) patterns. A representative subset of
the estimated basis patterns ai is shown in Figure 7. Note that most basis patterns consist of a variable
number of active complex cells arranged collinearly. This makes intuitive sense, as collinearity is a strong
feature of the visual world (Kru¨ger, 1998; Sigman et al., 2001; Geisler et al., 2001). In addition, analyzing
images in terms of smooth contours is supported by evidence from both psychophysics (Field et al., 1993;
Polat and Sagi, 1993) and physiology (Kapadia et al., 1995; Polat et al., 1998; Kapadia et al., 2000), and
is incorporated in many models of contour integration, see e.g. (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985; Li, 1999;
Neumann and Sepp, 1999). To our knowledge, ours is the first model to learn this type of a representation
from the statistics of natural images.
It is easy to understand why basis patterns consist of collinear complex cell activity patterns: Such
10
Figure 10.4: A representative set of basis functions from the learned basis. The majority
of units code the simultaneous activation of collinear complex cells, indicating a smooth
contour in the image.
zero. On the other hand, the response of the unit coding long contours does not decline
by any significant degree. These results thus show that our model higher-level units have
extra-classical properties that make them clearly distinct from standard complex cells.
It should be noted that those higher-order units which represent long contours bear
many similarities to ‘collator’ (or ‘collector’) units, proposed in the psychophysical litera-
ture [99, 102]. Such units are thought to integrate the responses of smaller, collinear filters,
to give a more robust estimate of global orientation than could be achieved with elongated
linear mechanisms.
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Figure 11: (a) Three basis patterns from the estimated basis. (b) Optimal approximating linear filters for
the units in (a). These are the filters that minimize the mean squared error between the linear response
(followed by half-rectification) and the optimal activations. (c) Length-tuning curves for the units in (a).
The horizontal axis gives the length of the stimulus (logarithmic scale, relative to the size of the sampling
window) and the vertical axis denotes response strength (normalized to a maximum of one).
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Figure 10.5: (a) Three basis patterns aj from the estimated basis. (b) Optimal approx-
imating linear filters for the units in (a). These are the filters that minimize the mean
squared error b tween linear response (followed by half-rectification) and the optimal
activations. White ellipses denote excitatory connections from complex cells, black ellipses
inhibitory weights. (c) Length-tuning curves for the units in (a). The horizontal axis gives
the length of the stimulus (logarithmic scale, relative to the size of the sampling window)
and the vertical axis denotes response strength (normalized to a maximum of one).
Chapter 11
Conclusion
11.1 Main points of this thesis
This thesis has built on the ideas introduced almost half a century ago by Attneave [7]
and Barlow [8], and since then further developed by several researchers. Attneave and
Barlow emphasized that the natural sensory input of the biological visual system is highly
redundant, and that the statistical structure of this input provides knowledge about the
structure of the world. This is now widely appreciated. There is also a general agreement
that visual systems must make use of the redundancy to be able to optimally extract the
information provided.
Despite the consensus on these general issues, there is little agreement on the specifics.
How should structure be identified, and how is the information extracted? To what degree
is the structure of the environment ‘hard-coded’ by evolution and to what degree learned
during the lifetime of the individual? Furthermore, the problem is confounded by the fact
that quite different theoretical frameworks for identifying and utilizing redundancy often
lead to exactly the same optimization criteria. The prime example of this is independent
component analysis (ICA), which can be motivated as efficient or sparse coding, or as the
estimation of a latent variable model.
In this thesis we have advocated the latent variable approach to understanding the
connection between natural image statistics and early vision. Specifically, we have extended
the ICA model, allowing us to account for complex cell properties and V1 topography in
addition to simple cell receptive fields. Furthermore, we have discussed how non-negativity
constraints in the ICA model allow a closer correspondence to V1 processing. Finally, we
have made a preliminary investigation concerning the application of probabilistic models
to the modeling of further stages of early visual processing.
As to the question of nature versus nurture, this thesis is completely neutral. Regard-
less of the mechanism by which receptive fields in the primary visual cortex are formed,
the simulations provided in this thesis demonstrate that they might be interpreted as pa-
rameters of a hidden variable model of natural sensory data. In other words, algorithms
estimating these models are not meant as explicit models of neural development.
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11.2 Future prospects
This thesis has ‘explained’ many basic receptive field properties of neurons in the primary
visual cortex. Of course, numerous explanations have been given for V1 receptive fields
(see e.g. [10, 28, 94, 121]) and cortical topography (e.g. [35, 76, 96, 107, 158], for reviews see
[36, 144]) in the past. How will we ever be able to say which explanation is the right one?
In science, models are compared by (a) their explanatory power, and (b) their simplicity.
Given two models that equally well describe some given phenomena, the simpler one is
usually taken to be the better one. This principle is known as Occam’s razor. On the other
hand, given two models which are equally simple, the one that explains more phenomena
and/or more accurately, is superior. (These intuitively pleasing rules can actually be
motivated using Bayesian theory, see e.g. [125].)
Our explanation for V1 structure must thus be pitted against other explanations in
terms of explanatory power and simplicity. Obviously, latent variable models such as ours
are much more complicated than simply saying ‘neurons in V1 perform a local spatial
frequency analysis of the input’, so our model must also account for more experimental
facts to stand a chance of survival. Fortunately, there are many facts requiring explanation:
the exact structure of linear receptive fields (including spatiotemporal, binocular, and
chromatic structure), complex cell response properties, the precise topographical structure
of V1, etc. Due to the broad success of latent variable models such as those proposed in
this thesis, we believe that they are competitive as theories of cortical function.
The ultimate test of such probabilistic models, however, will be how well they predict
facts as yet unknown about the visual system. So far, much of theoretical neuroscience has
been lagging behind experimental work, ‘explaining’ earlier observations. But as theory
develops one would hope that it could also give useful predictions that could subsequently
be verified in biological experiments. In parts of physics, for example, theory has been
steering experiments, instead of the other way around. It is my belief that this will soon, at
least partly, happen in neuroscience as well. Investigating the visual processing ‘hierarchy’
using multi-level latent variable models, such as those proposed in this thesis, might take
us one step in that direction.
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